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Behind the oft-stalled peace talks

Double-talk
and lies!

· Blatant deception and
insincerity
· Internal strife to the
fore
· Peace still far and
elusive

Chris Jhann Cordero

“IT TAKES two to tango,” so says a famous adage referring to at least a
pair of people or a couple needed to make things work out. In the oftenly
stalled peace negotiations, not only should the government be pushed
to hard, as it has bended backward so much, but the Maoist
communist-terrorists CPP-NPA-NDF should do their utmost
effort instead of crying like a spoiled brat.

Satur

The Maoist communist-terrorist clique’s latest charade,
Joma
Ocampo
courtesy of Maoist messiah Jose Ma. Sison, NDF chief negotiator
Sison
Luis Jalandoni, and NDF spokesman Fidel Agcaoili, only
reiterated their usual misdemeanor exuding contempt and
confusion.
Many peace-loving Filipinos expressed optimism when
the news on the revival of the peace talks made it to the
Luis
pages of newspapers and the airlines, so to speak. Hope
for a better and peaceful environment, especially in strife
Jalandoni
torn areas due to Maoist communist hooliganism, rang
audibly but subdued as they still have to from detention while government has
contend the fear and intimidating presence of committed that Rafael Baylosis and Vicente
WHAT’S INSIDE
the Maoist communist-terrorist New Peoples Ladlad will not be arrested, even with
Army.
warrants of arrests hanging on their heads,
The CPP-NPA-NDF deception and lies during the pendency of the peace talks.
CHR chair must resign.............. 2
continued amidst the sincere efforts of the
In a spur of the opportunity pervading,
government to appropriately respond to the the Maoist communist-terrorist expanded
ANAD slams Joma .................... 4
release of 4 prominent NDF personalities who their demand that government must release
Insights - CPP: No to peace ..... 4
were incarcerated by virtue of a court ordered 14 detained comrades before any peace talks
warrant of arrest.
could begin. “A calculated but expected move
DXRA bombing remembered ... 6
Elizabeth Principe, reportedly the from the communists who are masters in the
Ocampo must apologize ........... 8
secretary of the CPP-NPA-NDF’s North art of deception and lies,” said ANAD Rep.
Luzon Regional Party Committee, and Randal Jun Alcover, himself a former commanding
Echaniz, member of the CPP executive officer-political officer of the Maoist CPP››+šš
committee cum labor organizer, were released
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CHR Chair must resign

Mharlon Borja

UNTENABLE POSITION. CHR chair Leila de Lima’s position as head of the human rights’
watchdog is seriously questioned. Will she curtly resign? (ANAD file photo)

THE ALLIANCE for Nationalism and Democracy (ANAD) Partylist slammed the
Commission on Human Rights’ abject failure to conduct an objective, impartial, and
neutral investigation on cases brought before it.
In a privilege speech last Aug 17, ANAD
Partylist Rep. Pastor Alcover pointed to CHR
Chair Leila de Lima’s quickness of response
by immediately issuing statements on cases of
human rights violations even if it is still in its
initial phase or even there is no case yet.
Alcover pointed to the Melissa Roxas case
where she issued a prejudicial statement saying,
““I wish to stress that the issue before the CHR
is the alleged abduction and torture (of Roxas)
and not her alleged affiliation. . . .” (pp.2, PDI,
July 27) that tends to pre-empt his office’s
investigation without putting Melissa’s Sworn
Statement to a test on whether her allegations
of abduction and torture were credible, and
reliable, in the face of a letter and a VCD we
received from an NPA member operating in
Aurora province showing Melissa as a regular
NPA member, and not a plain activist and
environmental writer that she claim to be,”
Alcover said.
Alcover explained that de Lima’s
actuations, during a CHR hearing he attended,
showed her arrogance and biases which should
not be expressed in public by a chair of an
independent investigating body. Alcover
referring to de Lima’s answer to his question
on whether she is related to Juliet de Lima,
wife of Maoist communist founder Jose Ma.
Sison. Instead of either admitting or denying
her relation, chair de Lima instead said, “If
there is a relation, does that make me a
communist too?”

Pointing to the pronounced that bias and
impartiality that not only taints but also
besmirched CHR’s reputation and credibility
to conduct a fair, impartial, objective, and
neutral investigation of human rights
violations, Alcover strongly called on del Lima
to resign from office, “ . . . or else I will be

constrained to file the appropriate
administrative case or cases against her before
the Ombudsman,”.
In an earlier statement, Alcover said that
Filipinos cannot expect a fair, neutral, and
objective investigation from a CHR chair that
has been found to be notorious in issuing
biased and prejudicial statements with
impunity especially those that tend to support
groups actively involved in the “Hate
Campaign” against government and its
officials.
In the same privilege speech, Alcover
called on Congress to investigate, in aid of
legislation, the following: a) Melissa Roxas so
that she will be made to shed light on her
allegation in the face of a document pointing
to her as an NPA member and that her
abductors were likewise NPA men out to
prevent her from pushing through her decision
to return to the folds of law; b) Cong. Satur
Ocampo, Cong. Liza Maza, and Bayan
Secretary General Renato Reyes and other
persons responsible in the conceptualization
and implementation of the massive “Hate
Campaign” against the government with
Melissa Roxas in the forefront.
“Someone must have to bear the burden
and pay the price. Let the axe fall where it
should. However, there are no shortcuts for all
of these, the wheels and primacy of justice must
continuously turn...” Alcover added. +

Toboso massacre

NPAs told to turn over perpetrators
Maurice Tero

IT’S NOW the turn of the Maoist communist
NPA to present and turnover the perpetrators
of that dastardly ambush of a government
vehicle in Toboso, Negros Occidental, last July
13 killing 3 civilians, including a 14-year old
student and wounding 3 other civilians.
This is the challenge posed by ANAD Rep.
Jun Alcover during a march-rally held at the
town’s plaza last August 13, exactly a month later.
In a statement, Frank Fernandez, a former
Roman Catholic priest and NDF Negros
spokesman, admitted that the NPA were
responsible for the incident and asked apology
from the family of the victims.
Alcover lamented that admitting
responsibility and asking forgiveness does not
put an end to the grizzly crime against innocent
and hapless civilians but they should be made

to serve penalty under our laws.
At about 7:30 am of July 23, an
undetermined number of NPAs waylaid a cargo
truck owned by Barangay Salamanca of Toboso
killing the truck driver -Rodolfo Salipod, Ena
Pata, and 14-year old Edmar Sultan. Witnesses
revealed that the terrorists thought that
Salamanca Barangay Chairman Eriberto
Baynosa was on board the truck when they open
fired at it.
Those wounded were identified as Eryl
Baynosa, daughter of Eriberto; Ivy
Recopelacion, and Primitivo Lumapay, a
bystander.
“To appropriately compensate, even by
way of morals and upholding the rule of law,
Fernandez should present and turnover the
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Feature
-------------------

(Last of two-part series)

CPT ROSA MA CRISTINA ROSETE-MANUEL (FA) PA
The author is currently the Deputy Chief of the Public Affairs Office, 10th Infantry Division, PA,
Panacan, Davao City. She was born in Davao City and a graduate of a Computer Engineering
Course in one of the prestigious universities in the said City. Before she entered the military
service, she has been a contractual employee of the Philippine Coconut Authority in Region XI
and has also worked as a Computer Instructor at the Philippine Women’s College of Davao.
She was called to active duty in 2000 and eventually underwent the Officer Preparatory Course
(OPC) training in Tanay Rizal under the Candidate Officer and Soldier’s School. She is happily
to an Army Officer and they have two children. Her first assignment was in Samar Region
wherein she has handled both staff duties and company grade responsibilities.

Remains of Ka Sitoy

The untold story of Ka Sitoy

I

t was already raining hard and from Purok 21,
we walked a kilometer up to the alleged grave
yard of Ka Sitoy. Reaching the site, the PNPSOCO immediately cordoned the area pinpointed
by the local residents and started digging.
While the digging was going –on, media
networks started interviewing Mrs. Visagas. At
first, she was very stiff as she tried to answer the
questions. She narrated the same story she told
me to the media.
On the other hand, one of the six people who
buried Arnel was called by the Sitio Leader of
Anagasi to narrate how they found and buried
Arnel’s body. Manong Boy (I forgot his name)
said, “We came from our farm and I was
carrying firewood when we saw the group of Ka
Jinggoy (more or less they were a hundred)
running towards our direction just meters away
from here (pointing the graveyard). We knew of
their encounter with the soldiers because we
heard the gunshots. We saw a person covered
hammock with blood spilled over his body.” He
said that Ka Jinggoy went near them when he
was asked what they will do with the dead man’s
body. Vivid in his memory, Ka Jinggoy said “It’s
all up to you whatever you’ll do with Sitoy, you
may preserve him like anchovy. Go and inform
Sitoy’s family that he is dead but don’t tell it now,
maybe, in few days.”
Manong Boy said he was shock with his
statement knowing Sitoy had been a loyal NPA
member. He averred that he even overheard some
of the NPA members saying that Sitoy has
become a burden to them. I laughed at he though
and interrupted the conversation to say said, “Ah,
what?? Preserving him like anchovy? After his
services with the NPA’s, just like that?” I was
murmuring to myself, “That’s horrible, for sure
there are more Sitoy’s buried around here!”
Manong Boy reiterated again what Ka Jinggoy
said and shook his head.
On the other corner, I heard Ms Visagas
crying over the testimony of Manong Boy. She
exclaimed and almost shouting while crying, “I
just wanted my son back, they won’t give Dodoy
back to me and now they are returning him like
anchovy. It’s all your fault because you did not
listen to me!” She cried continuously. I looked
around and was everyone was affected with the
statement from a mother who lost his son. I was
holding my own tears, I felt the pain because I
am a mother, too and with that same moment, I
suddenly remembered my mother back home.

Manong Boy attested that they were the ones
responsible for burying the remains of Sitoy to
avoid health risk among the local residents. He
said that they immediately buried Sitoy using
their bare hands and jungle knives. “The grave
was only a waist high. It’s the best we can do for
him and for the people here”, he said.
Moments later, local residents started to
pulling-out Sitoy’s remains. The PNP-SOCO and
the media pre-positioned themselves.. Everyone
started covering their noses as stench filled the air.
As the Sitoy’s remains was pulled-up, Ms
Visagas cried even louder at the sight of his son
who had been dead and buried four years.
“Dodoy, ko!” she said repeatedly.
The stinky and awful smell cowering over
the place pushed the people to move away from
the area, as they can’t bear it no more.
Beside me were Sitoy’s brothers, I asked
them if they want to be like Arnel someday.
Boldly, his brother retorted “NO” and the other
saying “That’s his fault, he is hard headed. He
chose to be like that. He left us to be with them
(NPA).. He can’t really blame us, we convinced

him many times to leave them (NPA).”
We immediately went down to the Sitio and
the word that keep bugging my mind while
traversing down the hill was “anchovy”. I looked
around the houses. Some were peeping and
looking at us. The media on the other hand were
taking photos and videos and some interviewed
Ltc Kurt Decapia, 10ID Public Affairs Officer and
Major Orquia. In the far corner, Sitio leaders were
busy constructing a “Kangga” where the cadaver
of Sitoy will be placed and pulled by a carabao.
We headed back to Sitio Anagasi. We
reached the site at around 3:30 in the afternoon.
Exhausted and hungry, we shared lunch through
a boodle fight. Practically nothing was left on
the table except a plateful of fish anchovy.
I smirked at the sight of the anchovy and
wonder how many innocent people have turned
to the “dogs” for refuge but later thrown back
to the dogs as appetizers. How many Arnels as
there who dreamed of changing back to normal
life but end up in a fish net with the rest of the
small fry made into anchovies, an appetizing treat
for an encounter with the soldiers. +

Kid’s life saved from rabies
CAMP KALAW, MONKAYO, COMPOSTELA VALLEY PROVINCE – Timely and
immediate response ordered by Lt. Colonel Gilbert F Saret, commanding officer of the
25IB, 10ID, PA, saved Honey May Barabad, 4 years of age of Sitio Nursery, Barangay
Ngan, Compostela, Compostela Valley province, from death due to rabies. Upon receipt
of the information, Lt. Col. Saret immediately dispatched the Research for Peace and
Development team led by 1lt. Ernest Carolina to extend whatever assistance possible to
help save the life of Honey May.
It was learned, last August 7, 2009 Honey May was bitten on the face by a puppy. After
several days the said puppy showed deteriorating health condition and eventually died. When
the 25IB troopers learned about this, Lt. Carolina made several coordinations with different
organizations and public offices in search of possible sources of anti rabies vaccine to help
Honey May. The puppy was sent to Davao City Veterinarian Office for analysis and the dog
tested positive of rabies last August 13.
Through the help of the soldiers, the local government of Compostela, the Provincial Social
Welfare and Development Office, local politicians and kind hearted civilians, various an amount
of more than 15,000 worth of anti rabies vaccine was produced to save the life of Honey Mae.
This incident also heightened the awareness of the locality regarding rabies. Carolina and
the rest of the Research Team for Peace and Development of the 25IB in the area conducted
lectures on the prevention of similar incident to happen. At the same time, the incident also
unearthed the need for the LGU to address rabies as a potent threat to the locality.
Various programs on dog vaccination and information campaign must be conducted to
avoid similar incident from happening again in the future. The 25IB Research Team for Peace
and Development are at present helping the Local Government of the Municipality of Compostela
in the conduct of Rapid Need Assessment for projects that will alleviate the living condition of
the local populace and ultimately bring development in the area. (S7,25IB, 10ID, PA) +
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Peace is CPP’s double talk

THE INITIATIVES for peace lingers on with only the government
showing clear and sincere interest to go back to the negotiating table
with the Maoist communist CPP-NPA-NDF, in Oslo, Norway.
The talks, reportedly set to start Aug 28, did not push
through because of Maoist communist’s protestations and
unreasonable demands that are far too excessive and
impossible for government to comply.
This is the strategy oftenly used by the Maoist. First,
they make overtures, through a third party, to resume
the peace talks with the government. Then they make
initial and reasonable demands which later on turn into
an expanded list of demands that government cannot
and will not be able to comply.
Riding on the issue of JASIG and other
covenants previously entered into by both
sides, the Maoist communists makes a
strong sound of saber-rattling with the
connotations of ill-will and venomous tirades
heaped against government.
Such is the case of the recent effort to
revive the peace negotiations. Obviously, it
was doomed from the start. The Alliance for
Nationalism, and Democracy (ANAD) Partylist
has stood four squares on the ground and have said, in several forums,
that with the same scenario and deceptive machinations displayed
by the NDFP, the talks will surely get to nowhere.
The deception all started with the Maoist group parading Luis
Jalandoni, as its chief negotiator with the Maoist communist’s honcho
Jose Ma. Sison, astute and shrewd as ever, playing coy and saying
that he is just a mere chief political consultant of the NDF.

Insights

ANAD’s question on who appointed Luis Jalandoni as the
Maoist communist’s chief negotiator and the parameters covered by
Jalandoni’s appointment, shall remains a question, ad infinitum,
because of the Maoist communist CPP-NPA-NDF’s
continued coyness and arrogance.
Then, using certain provisions of the Joint
Agreement on Security and Immunity
Guarantees (JASIG), they sought the release
from prison and/or detention of Elizabeth Principe
and Randall Echanis which the government
acceded plus an assurance that Rafael Baylosis
and Vicente Ladlad would not be arrested
during the pendency of the peace talks.
The additional demand to quash the
cases and to release 14 other Maoist
communist, because they are members of
the NDF peace panel: members,
consultants, or staff, is definitely impossible
considering the judicial process that it must
have to undergo. Also, this new demand is
wrapped with pretensions and deceit.
The CPP-NPA-NDF wanted shortcuts
that would be beyond and outside of the law. Clearly
this loudly speaks of the swift death penalties imposed by their
Kangaroo Courts against their own members and innocent Filipinos.
Without doubt, the Maoist communist CPP-NPA-NDF does
not believe in peace nor even think about it. However, they only
seriously think about peace to bide time in order to advance their
demagoguery against the free and democratic government of our
country and people. +

ANAD slams Joma

REY SALAS

CPP: No to
peace!
CATWALK is now the path with which
government must take as it continuously seeks
that elusive peace.
The recent scuttling of the oftenly stalled
peace talks speaks only of one important point Indeed, the Maoist communist CPP-NPA-NDF
does not intend or has interest to achieve a true
and meaningful peace for the country and people!
Their demands are attainable after the
government bended so much just to let the peace
process move on. To ask for the release from
detention of Elizabeth Principe, the wife of Leo
Velasco, the latter being the “bagman” of the
Maoist communist CPP-NPA-NDF while the
former being a stalwart of the communist
organization in the island of Luzon; and Randall
Echanis, a known labor sector drum-beater and
a member of the CPP’s executive committee,
plus the assurance that Rafael Baylosis and
Vicente Ladlad, all members of the CPP central
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GOVERNMENT must seriously
reconsider its position amidst the realities
pervading, as it constantly seeks the path
of peace with the Maoist Communist
Party of the Philippines.
The Alliance for Nationalism and
Democracy (ANAD) Partylist strongly
believes that the oftenly stalled peace talks
could lead to nowhere except but to
strengthen the Maoist communist-terrorist’s
resolve to seek the destruction of our freedom
and democratic ideals; and replacing it with
a Maoist communist dictatorship.
ANAD Rep. Jun Alcover slammed the
Maoist communists as the root causes of our
country’s economic and political woes
because it has not shown sincerity and

commitment to reach out for that elusive
peace for our country and people.
“The more than 20 years of peace
negotiations achieved nothing. . . .except the
fact that government is pushed to the wall
with calculated lies and deceit spewing from
each and every breath by Maoist communist
leaders,” Alcover said.
Alcover pointed to Luis Jalandoni
leading the NDF panel, in the talks as, “a clear
proof of Maoist communists’ deception and
insincerity because without an authority from
the CPP central Committee, to include the
parameters of his authority, he is a lame duck
chief negotiator of the Maoist communist
movement,” Alcover said.
Alcover added that this situation resulted
in the NPA’s continued attacks against
government and innocent civilians while the
peace talks are going on. “Jalandoni cannot
order the NPA to cease and desist from

>>> Page 6
MAOIST MESSIAH! CPP founding chair
Jose Ma. Sison is all smiles as he
mingles with a handful of Filipino
supporters, in the Netherlands.
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Insights... from P4
committee, would not be arrested is definitely
one for the books.
We all know that the 4 had outstanding arrest
warrants. Thus, their release underwent through
a judicial processes and it took time to have it
done. Unlike the Maoist communist’s Kangaroo
Court proceedings where one is always presumed
guilty unless proven otherwise; our judicial
process should be in accordance with the rule of
law where no one in government could make
shortcuts and with ease.
The turning point of it all was the demand
for the release of 14 other communist
personalities whom they alleged as members,
consultants, and staff of the NDF panel. The latest
demand was made by Fidel Agcaoili and Luis
Jalandoni, NDF spokesman and NDF panel’s
chief negotiator respectively, and with Maoist
messiah Jose Ma. Sison giving his imprimatur
seal on it.
Allegations of this being agreed to by the
government is highly preposterous and a big lie!
Government could not do it with ease without
the express consent and/or order from the courts.
In fact, government was caught “with its pants
down” when news reports were made and
accusations by the Maoist communists were
hurled against government.
Observers are of the belief that this statement
is an ominous and unequivocal proof of their
insincerity and non-commitment to achieve peace.
Right from the start, some 22 years have past, the
Maoist communist CPP-NPA-NDF has not
envisioned nor did it intend to restore peace in the
country. Peace could stall, if not totally negate,
their dream of booting out our country’s free and
democratic government and to replace it with their
brand of communist dictatorship.
As their venerable Mao Tse Tung has said,
“...Peace can only be achieved after the revolution.
A revolution is not a picnic or a dinner party but a
violent overthrown of the system.”
In short, government must strongly
reconsider its position. Resuming the oftenly
stalled peace talks would only give the Maoist
communist organization their much needed respite
to consolidate, rearm, or re-supply their forces in
the run-up towards the 2010 elections. +

A BOOK THAT
WILL REALLY
SHOCK YOU...

LIMITED EDITION!
Order your
copy now!
Available nationwide at
the following:

Power Bookstore * Fully Bookstore
National Bookstore
Or avail at the Office of Cong. Jun Alcover
Rm 604, House of Representatives
Batasan Hills, Quezon City, Philippines

CEBU
Tidbits
Greg Senining
Rep. Alcover graces Cebu 9th TOCA Awards

ANAD Rep. Pastor “Jun” Alcover Jr. graced the 9th Awarding Ceremonies of The Outstanding Cebuano
Awards (TOCA), main highlight of the 27th Anniversary celebration of Tingog sa Lungsod Program, held at
the Sacred Heart Center, in Cebu City, last August 22.
Rep. Alcover, in his speech, spelled out emphatically ANAD’s advocacy and exposed the presence of
the Maoist Congressmen in Congress. He also congratulated this year’s 7 TOCA awardees: Brig. Gen. Allan
C. Bontuyan,-Government Service-Military; Mr. Almario G. Bitang-Entrepreneurship; Mr. Jose B. EsganaAccountancy; Mr. Johnny V. de los Reyes-Entrepreneurship-Inventions; Brgy. Capt. Mary Ann C. de los
Santos-Public Service; and Engr. Romeo A. Villaceran-Engineering-Contracting.
The audience, coming from the different walks of life intently and eagerly listened to his speech and
was stunned and surprised with all the facts revealed.
He was heard practically in the whole of Visayas and Mindanao as the program was aired live over
Bantay Radyo, linked by 4 radio stations namely: DYDD, 1260 KHz. in Metro Cebu; DYHH, 864 KHz. in
Bogo, Cebu; DYZZ, 1458 KHz. in Guihulngan, Negros Oriental and over DXIP, 900 KHz. Davao City.
Aside from the program Tingog sa Lungsod, this year’s TOCA is co-presented by Cebu Breakfast Club,
Inc. headed by club President -Atty. George P. Bragat.
TOCA aims to give due recognition to outstanding Cebuanos who excel in their own field of endeavor
and is held annually every 3rd Saturday of August, at Sacred Heart Center, Cebu City. +

Endearing the Cebuano music

ONE OF the many series of activities lined up for the month long celebration of the 440 years of Cebu
Province is the showcase of Visayan award winning songs as well as those considered as Cebuano immortal
songs featuring Cebu’s top singers and performers.
The affair was graced by ANAD Rep. Jun M. Alcover. He was warmly welcomed by Governor of the
Province of Cebu, Gov. Gwendolyn F. Garcia.
Cong. Alcover was overwhelmed by the warm reception of the audience that prompted him and the
lady Governor to join in the dance presentation of the performers.
The well-attended program billed as MGA SUGBOANONG AWIT was hosted by Cebu Capitol Media
Consultant, Sam Costanilla, last August 16 at the Cebu International Convention Center. +

Birthday bash for a dear Cebuano

THE 66th birthday party of Engr. Julito P. Roden, proprietor of J.P. Roden Construction Supply was held
at Cebu’s one and only park resort, located in the heart of Cebu City, known as “Cebu Wetland Park”, last
August 23.
Cong. Pastor M. Alcover, Jr. was one the invited guests and was asked to do the honor of giving a
birthday message for the celebrant. Cong. Jun shared with the audience why and how he became a member
of the House of Representatives. He very well expounded the circumstances surrounding the issues that
eventually led to his proclamation.
The affair, also graced by the Vice Mayor of Cebu City, Mike L. Rama, was well attended by the cross
section of society especially the business group, contractors, NGO’s and other humanitarian associations in
Cebu. +

Daan Bantayan “Haladaya Festival”

Cong. Pastor M. Alcover was invited as one of
the speakers of Daan Bantayan Haladaya Festival,
main highlight of Daan Bantayan Annual Fiesta
Celebration held last August 30,2009. In his speech
Cong. Jun M. Alcover expressed and extended his
heartfelt thanks to the good people of the Daan
Bantayan as this is the only town that gave him the
biggest votes cast for ANAD Partylist in the last election
that contributed in the making ANAD Partylist No.1 in
Cebu Province.
He was warmly welcomed by the Mayor Sun
Shimura and Vice Mayor Malou Loot together with her
husband SSupt. Vic Loot.
The affair was also graced by 4th District Cong. Benhur L. Salimbangon and Cebu Provincial Governor
Gwendolyn F. Garcia. +

Agsungot Fiesta

Cong. Pastor M. Alcover, Jr. was the main host during the Agsungot Fiesta celebration, last August 29,
together with his son Brgy. Capt. Jongjong Alcover in receiving a lot of visitors from the different sections of
the society, from all walks of life. Cebu City North District Congressman Raul del Mar together with his Chief
of Staff Cutie del Mar were also there busy shaking hands with the people of Agsungot.
Councilor Lea Japson and Cebu City Education Consultant Joy Young were also present.
Media personalities who were also present during the event were Mr. Max Andrino, DYKC/RPN 9
Station Manager , Engr. Greg S. Senining, anchorman of Tingog sa Lungsod program over Bantay Radyo,
and Kuya Boy Odilao, Chief of Staff. Also with them were: BANAT Photo Journalist Loy Jurado & Boy
Solomon.(GSS) +
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DXRA bombing remembered
Ingrid Torres

WE WILL ALWAYS REMEMBER. Officers and membersof TROPA pose with ANAD
Partylist Rep. Jun Alcover (4th from left) and Bantay Partylist Rep. Jovito Palparan (6th
from the right) during the commemoration of the DXRA bombing on the same site where
it did happen. (Inset) Rep. Alcover talks with Davao City media reporters.

ANOTHER GORY incident is commemorated. This time, thousands of Davawenos joined
the Tri-Media Organization for Peace and Alliance in Mindanao (TROPA-Mindanao) in
commemorating the 22nd anniversary of the so-called DXRA massacre, one of the several
infamous incidents of the Maoist communist-terrorist New Peoples Army.
The DXRA massacre, last August 27,
l987, resulted to the death of 9 persons namely:
Leo Palo, radio commentator; his volunteer
assistant Cesar Maglalang; reporter Rodjie
Sagado; technician-on-board Narcing Balani;
and five civilian guests. Announcer Ferdie
“Batman” Lintuan survived the attack but only
to be assassinated on the eve of Christmas in
2007 after his morning radio program in Davao
City.
The commemoration ceremonies held last
August 27 with the theme: “Responsible
Journalism Towards a Free and Peaceful

Society.” was capped by a wreath laying
ceremonies at the site of the incident situated
within the premises of radio station DXRA, was
led by ANAD Partylist Rep. Jun Alcover and
Bantay Partylist Jovito Palparan Jr, and witnessed
by freedom and peace loving Davawenos.
Several witnesses of that incident revealed
that after hitting DXRA, the armed attackers
onboard a Ford Fiera-type vehicle immediately
proceeded to attack DXMF-Bombo Radyo
Davao Broadcast Center, then in its old site at
Bajada but failed to inflict harm on anyone.
ANAD Rep. Alcover expressed dismay that

ANAD slams... from P4
attacking being co-equals in status in the CPP’s
hierarchal structure with the NDF,” he pointed
out.
“Rubbing salt to the wounds it has caused,
the Maoist messiah and CPP founding chair
Jose Ma. Sison alluded on himself the title of
chief political consultant of the NDF, despite
his being the chairman of the CPP central
committee. Thus, government must demand
Jalandoni’s written appointment to determine
the source of such appointment. Government
must not deal with phantom organization!”
Alcover explained.
By a stroke of luck, Sison bared himself
out, as published in the CPP’s web site and a
corresponding story by the Philippine Daily
Inquirer (pp2, August 23) with the title - “Joma calls off peace talks after government

human rights advocates, like Karapatan and their
surrogate organizations in Davao, intentionally
left out these incidents, e.g. Digos and DXRA
massacres, to make ease their accusations of
human rights violations against government.
“It pains me so much to hear and bear
witness to these self-professed human rights
advocates who continue to play deaf and dumb
on atrocities committed by their cohorts in the
Maoist communist organizations,” said Alcover.
Alcover called on the National Union of
Journalist of the Philippines, (NUJP) to take up
the cudgels and lead the all out campaign against
extra-judicial killings of media practitioners.
“What happened to Leo Palo and others is a
blatant affront to press freedom that the NUJP,
regardless of color or creed must seek justice
and rise up even against Maoist communistterrorist atrocities,” Alcover pointed out.
The day long activity was highlighted by a
Multi-Sectoral Forum on Press Freedom held at
the Training Center of the University of South
Eastern Philippines (USEP) in Brgy. Obrero,
Davao City.
ANAD Partylist Rep. Pastor M. Alcover,
Jr. and Bantay Partylist Rep. Jovito S. Palparan,
Jr. were the forum’s main resource persons while
Bishop George Rimando-religious sector,
Kagawad Nilo Abellera-LGU sector, Lt. Col
Rolando Bautista-military sector, PSupt
Querubin Manalang-law enforcement sector,
lawyer Rene Villarente-academe sector, PIA
Regional Director Efren Elbanbuena-government
media sector, Engr. Josue de Villa Go-national
government sector, Mr. Billy Parilla-business and
civic sectors, Kagawad Halila Sudagar- youth
and women sector, Brgy. Capt. Rolando Cagaybarangay sector, Datu Joel Unad- indigenous
people sector, and Mr. Iglesia Ibo, Jr.-labor sector
composed the panel of reactors. +

Toboso Massacre... P2
fails to free rebs”, that indeed he is the top
honcho of the Maoist communist CPP-NPANDF today. “Nobody can issue such kind of
statement if he indeed is a mere chief political
consultant of the NDF,” Alcover clarified.
Alcover slammed Sison for demanding the
release of arrested Maoist communist NPA and
NDF leaders, despite warrants issued by the
courts, while at the same time continue to
protect and coddle NPA and NDF personalities
who are behind the series of murders and other
forms of atrocities against government and the
Filipino people, amidst their admission of
responsibility and asking apology to the family
of the victims.
“This is where the communist’s lies and
deceit is undoubtedly clear.” Alcover stressed.
+ - Dennis Monsanto

perpetrators of the gory incident. With their
admission, they know the identities of the
perpetrators,” Alcover said
He challenged the communist-terrorist to
show proof that indeed they are protectors of
human rights and not coddlers of criminals. “Their
continued keeping the perpetrators only shows the
contrary of what they profess to be,” said Alcover.
The ANAD partylist Representatives
challenged the eight pseudo partylist
representatives from Bayan Muna, Anakpawis,
Gabriela, and Kabataan, “To make good of their
self-proclaimed advocacy of protecting every
Filipinos human rights. I challenged you to
condemn this vicious inhuman act committed by
the NPAs in Negros Occidental. This is the only
way wherein you can make good of what you
profess to be,” Alcover quipped. +
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Double-talk... P1
NPA in Eastern and Central Visayas, in the
mid 70’s.
Alcover’s statement is reminiscent of the
many urgent calls raised and sounded by the
Alliance of Nationalism and Democracy
(ANAD) Partylist urging government to be
extra cautious in dealing with the Maoist
communist-terrorists, among others.
Deception lies strongly in the naming
Luis Jalandoni as NDF chief negotiator when
nothing is explicit as to whom did the
appointment come from when Maoist messiah
and CPP found chair Jose Ma. Sison
voluntarily shied away and presented himself
as the NDF’s chief political consultant.
“Government is dealing with a phantom
organization resulting in the NPAs continued
assault while the peace talks are going on,”
said Alcover pointing to the past stagings of
the talks.
“Government’s actions should not only
be calculated too but with clarity demanding
a response from the communists as to who
appointed Jalandoni as the lead negotiator,”
said Alcover.
On the issue of a possible power struggle
within the communist movement, Alcover
retorted saying, “That is expected because the
hawks in the party, led by the couple Benito
and Wilma Tiamzon, are already wary with
how Sison and his cohorts had manipulated
the party, especially the funds, for their own
personal and selfish gains,” as Alcover added
saying that his sources within the party are
griping and has caused a serious rift within
because of the feeling of discontent that has
swept across the Maoist communist
organization. +

Round-up of ANAD Partylist Activities
August 4
August 6
August 7

August 8
August 9
August 12
August 14

August 15

August 18

Intentional and
unwanted NPA
ambush.
(right) Bullet holes
on the truck owned by Brgy. Salamanca;
(mid photo) victims Ena Pata and Rodolfo
Salipod - truck driver; (upper photo) the
lifeless body of 14-year old Edmar Sultan.

August 22
August 25
August 27
August 29
August 30

Live interview at NBN’s “Pag-usapan Natin” 10:00-11:00PM program hosted by Carmen Ignacio.
Proceeded to the birthday party of Bal Domingo, National Chairman of ANAD Partylist held in
CAUSEWAY Timog.
Attended a meeting with ANS-PTCA at 1:00PM.
11:00AM attended CAMP-KIA Press Forum with guest DILG USec Lito Ruiz. (1) At 3:00 PM handliquid soap distribution at the Municipality of Consolacion with Mayor Avelino Gungob and Councilor
Taboy Abenales. More than 2000 bottles were distributed to 30 public schools. Present during the
event were the principals of the different elementary schools.
(2) 9:00AM Mass Feeding at the Agsungot Gym with Brgy. Captain, ANAD & NGI member Jhong2
Alcover. At 4:00 PM attended the wedding as sponsor to Bert Llena, leading officer of NGI, at Talisay City.
(3) Attended the “Cordova Dinagat Festival” as guest hosted by Mayor Celedonio Sitoy (in black
t-shirt).
Attended the 2nd Anniversary of “Nayes & Ayes Congress Media” headed by Ben del Rosario.
Luncheon Meeting with PNP Provincial Director Police Senior Superintendent (DSC) AUGUSTO
MORALES MARQUEZ, JR & COL. CESAR YANO of Dumaguete City. At 7:00 PM proceeded to the
Neg. Oriental NGI Chapter Anniversary headed by Judge Tirso F. Banquerigo, at the Municipality of
Sibulan, attended by the Mayor Nelson Siglos Ruiz of the Municipality of San Jose .
Conducted lecture at the Municipality of Ayungon through the initiative of Vice Mayor Edsel Gimang
Enardecido and Chief of Police P/INSP. ERIC ERROL BESARIO and attended by 100 members of the
Brgy. Intelligence Network (BIN). At 3:00 PM victory rally of ANAD members in San Carlos City,
Negros Occidental held at Brgy. Prosperidad headed by ANAD Coordinator Rudy Hinosolanggo. Also
attended by the officers of 302nd Inf Bde, 3rd ID, PA.
(4) 8:00-12:00NN attended the National Defense College of the Philippines (NDCP) Forum at Camp
Aguinaldo. Discussions were on how to efficiently counter the propaganda of CPP-NPA-NDF. In photo
is Bishop Nilo Tayag, former Maoist communist leader; and Bantay Partylist Jovito Palparan (2nd and
3rd from right).
(5) Honored Guest during Cebu’s 9th TOCA awards at the Sacred Heart Center.
Guest of NBN program PGMA with Allan Alinigue at 9:00AM.
Davao DXRA bombing commemoration and (6) Tropa-Mindanao Media Forum.
Guest during the Agsungot, Cebu Fiesta with Brgy. Captain Jong-Jong Alcover.
Guest at the Haladaya Festival in Daan Bantayan, Cebu during their town Fiesta (Sta. Rosa de Lima
as Patron) headed by Mayor Sun Shimora & Vice Mayor Malou Loot.
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Cong. Jun Alcover spent this
moment during the Agsungot
Fiesta Celebration in Cebu City

Bayan Muna’s Ocampo
must apologize!

“Hearsay” and “empty”
assertions
Miserably failed to
prove his allegations

Tony Abayza

THE ALLIANCE for Nationalism and
Democracy (ANAD) Partylist expressed
strong support to the call for Bayan Muna
Rep. Satur Ocampo to publicly apologize
for a serious act committed against them.
The call was made by the officers and
men of the 10th Infantry Division, Phil. Army
headed by Maj. Gen. Reynaldo Mapagu; Task
Force Davao headed by Lt. Col. Oscar
Lactao, and the Davao City PNP Office
headed by SSupt. Ramon Apolinario after
Davao City Branch 10 RTC Judge Jose
Emmanuel Castillo denied the petitions for
the issuance of a Writ of Amparo filed by
lawyer Carlos Isagani Zarate, Angela Librado,
and Elizabeth Ladaga, docketed as Special
Proceeding Nos. 004-09, 005-09, and 00609, respectively.
In House Resolution No. 1342 filed
recently by ANAD Partylist Rep. Jun Alcover,
the pro-democracy alliance strongly
condemned the “empty” and “hearsay”
allegations of Ocampo that the court explicitly
turned down. It was learned that the petitions
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“APOLOGIZE!
IF YOU’RE MAN
ENOUGH.” This is
the call of innocent
military and police
officers and men
who seems to be
victims of malicious
propaganda by
BAYAN MUNA Rep.
Satur Ocampo
(below).

Judge Castillo’s decision on Atty. Zarate’s petition
for the Writ of Amparo were rooted on
Ocampo’s PowerPoint presentation material.
In a statement, Alcover said that the
courts have clearly drawn the line between
facts and fabricated statements. “The latter
are allegations that are not substantiated or
proven before the courts of law. Ocampo’s
failure to prove his so-called OB list,
purportedly by the military, is enough proof
of the Maoist communist’s blatant,
unparalleled, and devious propaganda
campaign against government,” Alcover
stressed.
The petitioners claimed that their name
was on the military’s Order of Battle list thus
their respective lives are seriously threatened.
In their separate complaints, they pointed to
Ocampo as the source of the information who
told them that he (Ocampo) is in possession
of a PowerPoint presentation on the OB list
obtained by him from a “conscientious

soldier.”
However, during the hearing, Ocampo
failed to prove his allegation as he failed to
personally testify before the court and to
present the so-called “conscientious soldier.”
The court stressed that Ocampo, “. . .even if
he was able to personally testify (which he
did not) his statement would, nevertheless,
be considered as empty considering that he
has no direct or personal knowledge of the
authenticity of the subject “OB List”, hence
whatever he says about it is hearsay.”
Alcover pointed out that Ocampo’s
failure to testify was deliberate because the
case was part of the Maoist communist’s
grand black propaganda campaign against the
military and government. “Obviously, this was
intentional and calculated,” said Alcover as
he reiterated his call on Ocampo to apologize
to officers and men of the Phil. Army and the
PNP that he willfully wronged. +

